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CPD Case 17-19206-OF & 17-19330-OF

Two Armed Robberies: Looking for Suspect Identity
CONCORD – The Concord Police responded to armed robberies at local businesses on
05/28/2017 and 05/29/2017, respectively. Concord Police believe the same person committed
both robberies.
The first robbery occurred on 05/28/2017 at approximately 2:25 pm at the Family Dollar located
at 108 Fisherville Rd, Concord, NH. Witnesses reported that a lone white male arrived at the
store on a dark colored mountain bike, then entered the store. A short time later the suspect
passed the clerk a note indicating that he had a firearm and ordered the clerk to empty the cash
register. The clerk complied with the demand. The suspect then fled the area on the mountain
bike. No one was injured during the incident. Responding Officers collected evidence at the
scene, which is being evaluated and analyzed at this time.
The second robbery occurred on 05/29/2017 at approximately 3:20 pm at the 7-Eleven located at
125 Loudon Rd Concord, NH. Witnesses reported that lone white male entered the store. After
a few minutes he approached the clerk and passed a note claiming to have a gun and demanded
that the clerk empty the cash register. During the encounter the suspect made a motion toward
his waist indicating that he may be armed. Once the money was handed over, the suspect fled
the store on foot in a westerly direction along Loudon Rd towards the area of McDonald’s. No
one was injured during the incident. Evidence and store video was recovered at the scene.
Concord Police were assisted at the scene by Troopers and a K-9 from the NH State Police.
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The suspect in both robberies is believed to be a white male in his early to mid-twenties,
approximately 5’5” to 5’8”, with blue eyes, and dark hair. Concord Police believe that same
person may be responsible for both robberies.
The police are asking the public for any information pertaining to either incident. Please contact
Lt. Sean Ford or Sgt. Robert Buelte at 225-8600 or the Concord Regional Crimeline 226-3100.

Anyone who has information relative to any criminal incident is asked to call the Concord
Regional Crimeline at (603) 226-3100, or submit information online through the Crimeline
website at: www.concordregionalcrimeline.com, or text message TIP234 and your message
to CRIMES (274637). Crimeline awards cash to anyone whose information leads to the
arrest and indictment of criminals. All tips remain anonymous.
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